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Abs t ra c t 	

This paper studies the effect of agri-environmental measures (AEMs) in improving greener 
farming practices. We focus on the quantification of the cost-effectiveness of AEMs, taking 
into account potential failures related to these kind of policy instruments, which may lead in 
particular to an adverse selection effect. Considering AEMs, adverse selection may occur 
when farmers that already accomplish AEMs commitments – or are close to accomplish 
them – are more likely to participate in the program, than other farmers that are far from 
accomplish the environmental requirements. Unfortunately, the latter, which have a lower 
initial (before policy) environmental quality, and consequently higher compliance costs, should 
be the real target of the policy measure. However, due to adverse selection they are less likely 
to participate.  
The aim of this study is to give, from a methodological perspective, a contribution in 
addressing some of the identification problems that usually affect the impact evaluation of 
AEMs and by working at a sufficient large scale level to give a consistent external validity to 
our analysis. To do that, we make use of a new matching procedure called Coarsened Exact 
Matching (CEM), recently developed by Iacus et al. (2012), that allows to better control for 
selection bias. This new method improves the estimation of causal treatment effect on the 
treated (ATT) by reducing imbalance in co-variates between treated and control unites. We 
then applied d-i-d CEM estimator to quantify additional and windfall effects of AEMs 
implemented in the Rural Development Program (RDP) of the Lombardy region, during the 
2007-2013 programming period.  
We used data extracted from SIARL dataset, which is the electronic system used by the 
Lombardy Region to manage farm demands for all CAP subsidies. SIARL data allow to 



identify farms participating in AEMs, and provide information at farm level about farm 
structure, farmer’s characteristics and farm crops and livestock productions. These data have 
been used to identify farms participating to each AEM, farms’ environmental performance 
indicators that we consider as the target of different AEM measures, and control used to 
match treated non-treated farms. Our analysis focuses in particular on three AEM schemes: 
214_a on crop diversification, 214_c on grassland maintenance and 214_e on organic 
farming.  
Preliminary results suggest that AEMs were apparently effective in improving farms’ 
environmental performance. Focusing on the direct ATT, the results of AEM grassland 
maintenance and organic farming point to significant additional effects in a direction 
consistent with policy-maker expectations. The same can be said for most of the outcome 
indicators related to AEM crops diversification. Starting by these results the analysis can be 
developed in several directions such as estimating windfall effects and the cost-effectiveness 
of AEMs.  
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